With the advent of high-performance computing techniques, the data for analysis has grown significantly. Here, graphic processing unit (GPU) based program kernels are discussed to exploit parallelism in the analysis codes specific to molecular simulations trajectories and data, hence reducing the time consumption. Commonly computed properties of systems which utilize static and dynamic correlations are considered. In static properties, order metrics based on two-particle correlations are shown to exhibit 10-50× speedups relative to conventional serial CPU codes. Efficiency in finding three-particle correlations, which are relatively more time consuming calculations, are also shown to be 10-45× faster depending on system size. In the case of dynamic properties, the viscosity is computed using Green-Kubo formalism at a 10-25× faster rate depending on the correlation time and total trajectory length. Similarly, for mean square displacement calculations, the speedup of ≈ 40 − 80× is achieved for all system sizes and simulation times. Particularly for these embarrassingly parallel computationally intensive problems, the compute unified device architecture application programming interface affords maximum scale up with minimum implementation time. It is shown that all the GPU codes render 1-2 order of magnitude reduction in the analyses times. Hence these codes, in conjunction with GPU accelerated molecular simulations, can lead to an overall improved and efficient performance.
Introduction
Recent emergence of high-performance computing (HPC) techniques and relatively easy access to large clusters has resulted in development and use of computational methods as a recurrent tool in many interdisciplinary scientific research areas such as quantum mechanics [1] [2] [3] , molecular mechanics [4] [5] [6] [7] , molecular modeling [8] , medical imaging [9] , and cosmology [10, 11] . These HPC techniques are harnessing parallelism by the introduction of integrated many core/thread architecture of Nvidia GPUs and Intel Xeon Phi cards while keeping the economic and environmental footprint low. More specific to molecular dynamics (MD) studies, various modern simulation packages LAMMPS [12] [13] [14] GROMACS [15] , DL POLY [16] , NAMD [17] , CHARMM [18] , Gaussian [19] etc. have employed these accelerating cards for compute-intensive calculations, such as generation of neighbour lists and force calculations. MD simulation packages like HOOMD [4] , RUMD [20] , and ACEMD [21] which perform entire calculations on GPUs are also available. Consequently, massive size simulations, such as complex biomolecular compounds and multi nano-particle systems under solvent conditions, are now feasible. Low to mid range consumer GPUs have enough compute power and memory to accelerate simulations 2-3 times faster as opposed to that on only CPUs. Hence the data generated and required calculations for analyses also have grown tremendously. Although the growth in capabilities of simulation packages is remarkable and evident from literature, GPU-based analysis codes of the resultant data are not easily available, with few exceptions [4, 22] .
Algorithms used for analyzing molecular dynamics data are traditionally run as serial codes mostly written in FORTRAN or C/C++. Recently, time taken by such analysis codes has reached similar or more than the time taken by the simulation itself. Even though in some cases, the analysis can be made during the simulation itself, it is often preferred to obtain the raw data so as to facilitate extraction of more meaningful and varied analysis. Thus, it is essential to port these analysis codes on parallel architectures to gain overall performance. There are many shared memory and distributed memory parallelization application programming interfaces (APIs) and standards available. In terms of increasing ease of coding some of these are Message Passing Interface(MPI), Common Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), Open MultiProcessing (OpenMP) and Open Accelerators (OpenACC). Herein, GPU-accelerated versions of common analyses for MD simulation trajectories are presented. Distributed memory APIs such as MPI involve a full overhaul of the analysis code as well as needs a thorough understanding of the machine architecture. Compiler directive driven standards such as OpenMP and OpenACC rely on the compiler's capabilities for parallelization. CUDA, on the other hand, affords a good balance between programmer control and process parallelization while requiring device level control rather than process level control.
MD simulations give access to both static and dynamic properties of the system. The radial distribution function is one of the most common algorithms and has been utilized in many areas of scientific research, and has been parallelized and optimized [22] . Its calculation involves the compute-intensive, but extremely parallel, search for possible pair distances which depend quadratically on the system size. The present study exploits the parallelism in two static properties, tetrahedral order parameter (q tet ) [23] and crystalline order parameter (P 2 ) [24] , for trajectory data obtained from molecular dynamics simulations of systems such as water and polyethylene, respectively. Both these order parameters utilize similar core structure of calculations as that of radial distribution functions (RDFs), and therefore, have a highly parallelizable algorithm. Another investigated static property is triplet correlation function (TCFs) [25] , an important quantity in systems where two-body correlations are not sufficient to probe correlations. TCFs extend the calculation of pair distances to a next level and therefore can reveal information about the angle resolved local ordering. It first calculates all the possible pair distances, like RDFs, subsequently, distances of all the particles are calculated for each pair. Hence, analysis time varies cubically with system size and makes it a compute-expensive analysis scheme. Among dynamic properties, which are discussed here, viscosity and diffusivity [26] are computed by utilizing the Green-Kubo and Einstein formalism. The Green-Kubo formalism evaluates the viscosity as the time integral of off-diagonal terms of pressure tensor. The calculation of diffusivity via Einstein method is based on the average mean square distance travelled by particles in a given time, and like time-correlation functions, it utilizes all the possible time origins. Both these algorithms exhibit embarrassing parallelism. Since the creation of histograms generates race conditions, such updates are carried out by utilizing the appropriate atomic operation. Since these codes offer inherent embarrassing parallelism, CUDA on GPUs is an appropriate choice. One of the intentions of current work is to achieve considerable scale up from minimal knowledge and learning time of CUDA and implementing the parallel code. Also, consumer GPUs offer considerable compute capabilities for the execution of these codes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains computational details which includes simulation details, hardware details, and introduction to CUDA kernel. Section 3 provides discussion on the parallel pseudocodes of utilized algorithms along with the results obtained. Section 4 discusses the conclusions.
Systems and Simulation Details
In order to describe the parallelization of the common analysis codes, we use the following simulations of representative systems.
Simulation Details
We have considered three varieties of systems for this study, namely n-octane, water, and polyethylene. Octane was modeled using the united atom version of TraPPE [27] , as implemented in Refs 28, 29. The three sites single point charge (extended) (SPC/E) model of water was used [30] , and all-atom version of OPLS force-field [31] was used for polyethylene. The corresponding trajectories were used for further analysis. For octane and water, simulations were performed using the LAMMPS [12] [13] [14] MD simulation package to obtain the trajectories. The equations of motion were integrated using the velocity-Verlet scheme with a time step of 1 fs. Orthogonal periodic boundary conditions were employed to ensure the bulk limit and a global cut-off of 14Å was used for short range interactions. Temperature and pressure were maintained using Nosé-Hoover thermostat and barostat, respectively. Particle-particle-particle mesh was used for the k-space calculations. Rigid constraints associated with water molecules were maintained by the use of SHAKE algorithm. For both systems, initial random configuration of 6720 molecules was obtained by PACKMOL. [32] NPT simulations were performed for 2 ns at 300 K and 1 atm pressure. The resulting configuration was replicated to obtain the configurations for the system containing 13440 and 26880 molecules. Subsequently, systems were allowed to equilibrate in NVT ensemble for 1 ns followed by a production run of 1 ns. Trajectories were saved for every 100 steps. For polyethylene, data from our previous study for the system containing 40 chains of 50mers, i.e., 2000 carbon atoms with 2000 frames was used [33] .
Hardware Details
For testing and deploying analysis codes, we have used two kinds of machines with K40m (2880 cores, 12 GB memory, 0.745 GHz clock rate) and GTX 780 (2304 cores, 3 GB memory, 0.993 GHz clock rate) GPUs. The K40 machine contains Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v3 with the clock rate of 2.50 GHz and 64 GB memory while the GTX machine contains Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1650 v2 with clock rate of 3.50 GHz and 32 GB memory. All MD simulations were done on the K40 machine.
CUDA Kernels
CUDA is a programming paradigm introduced by Nvidia to leverage parallelism on multithreaded GPU devices. It also manifests optimized libraries, both compile and running time, of certain algorithms for faster computations such as fast Fourier transform library, sparse matrix library, etc. A conventional CUDA program accommodates both serial and parallel structure. For this, CUDA may utilize both C/C++ and FORTRAN language. In general, serial part executes on CPU and the parallel part, also known as CUDA kernel or kernel, is offloaded to GPU. For the processing of data, CUDA implements single instruction multiple thread (SIMT) model which implies that every thread in a block executes a single instruction on different data. CUDA hides memory latency in order to improve parallel performance. Algorithm 1 is a representative CUDA program for computing a specified parameter. Here, we have discussed the mandatory ingredients of a parallel CUDA program. At first, a kernel CUDA parameter is defined which utilizes the input to update d parameter (line [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . It is then followed by the main program which defines the required variables (line [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , allocates memory on host and device appropriately (line [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , and read input files (line 45-46). Subsequently, the data is transferred to GPU device (line 49) and a kernel for parallel execution is launched using 'nblock' blocks with 'nthread' threads each(line 54). Once the calculation in kernel is over, data is copied back from device to host (line 64) and allocated memory is freed (line 69-74). 
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Results and Discussions
Prior to comparing the performance achieved from GPUs, it is confirmed that (i) the computed concerned quantities are in accordance with the reported values in literature and (ii) the outputs obtained from GPU programs are equivalent to those obtained from conventional CPU programs.
Two Particle Parameters
The RDF or pair correlation function is one of the most common static analysis scheme for molecular simulations. For a given trajectory frame, it depicts the complexity of O(N atom 2 ) where N atom is the number of particles. However, data from a single frame is not sufficient to satisfy statistical accuracy, an additional loop over the number of frames is also required. Consequently, it exhibits a complexity of O(N f rame(N atom) 2 ). Note that calculations in a given trajectory frame are independent on the rest of trajectory frames. Since RDF has been discussed before [22] we do not describe it in detail here. However, both the considered order metrics, q tet and P 2 , illustrate a common algorithmic feature of finding pair distances, a nested loop over the number of particles, as in the case of RDF. The only difference comes in final processing where resulting pair distances are further utilized to give the respective outcomes. It clearly conveys that similar parallel and logical structures can be utilized to perform accelerated computations for these metrics. It must be noted that the time taken for such a calculation will also depend on the state point, i.e. the temperature and pressure of the system. The time taken can vary as much as 30% is some cases, for both CPU and GPU algorithms. While the additional cost of calculation per particle is accumulated in the CPU code, the same is amortized over the parallel CUDA cores, hence resulting in improved scale ups.
Tetrahedral order parameter
Tetrahedral fluids are the simplest complex fluids which are known to form networks. [34] The q tet parameter has been extensively used to understand the local orderings in water molecules and other tetrahedral atomic fluids, viz. beryllium fluoride and silica [35] [36] [37] . In such systems, q tet is used to quantify the extent to which particles are organized in a tetrahedral manner. Mathematically, for a single particle, it is given as
where ψ jk is the angle between the bond vectors r ij and r ik where j and k label the four nearest neighbour atoms of the same type in the vicinity of atom i. [23, 38] The pseudocode of a conventional program for calculation of q tet is given in Algorithm 2. 
! Loop 2 o v e r Natom p a r t i c l e s
S o r t t h e d i s t a n c e s to g e t t h e f o u r nearest n e i g h b o u r s 10 As shown in the Algorithm 2, after searching all the neighbour distances, 4 nearest neighbours are obtained and q tet is computed for each particle in each frame of the trajectory in a sequential manner. Since calculations for every atom in each frame are entirely independent, parallel threads on GPU device can be launched for every pair of frame and atom. However, in order to account for memory constraints for larger systems, data only for a single frame can also be sent to the GPU. Now, Loop 2 (Algorithm 2) can be launched in parallel where each thread will perform Loop 3 (Algorithm 2) to compute q tet for one particle. The execution on these threads is scheduled internally by the GPU architecture. The pseudocode of parallel GPU program for the q tet is given in Algorithm 3 It may also be noted that the calling program and the CUDA kernel (CUDA qtet) are entirely independent and hence can be written in different languages. We use FORTRAN for the former to read the trajectory and writing outputs while CUDA-C is used for the latter to compute q tet . The speedups gained from this approach of only parallelizing over number of particles for different system sizes and available GPU machines are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 : Performance comparisons for computation of q tet using conventional serial CPU and parallel CUDA codes, on GTX and K40 machines. Computation is performed for 100 frames and relative speed up is also given. Note that time of file reading is not included in CPU time (< 1 s).
Bond Orientational Parameter
Another order metric which involves discovery of nearest pairs is P 2 . This local order parameter quantifies the extent to which chain segments are aligned in the vicinity of a given particle and have been used extensively for long chain compounds/polymers. [24, 33] Mathematically, local P 2,i order parameter of the ith C atom on a chain is defined as [24]
where θ ij is the angle between the vector from the (i − 1)th to the (i + 1)th C atom and the vector from the (j − 1)th to the (j + 1)th C atom that lie within a certain cutoff distance. The value of P 2 ranges from 1 to -0.5 for a perfect crystalline arrangements to completely random configurations, respectively. The logical structure for the calculation of P 2 is described in Algorithm 4
Algorithm 4: Bond order parameter 
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End Do
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Just like in q tet , it can be parallelized over the number of atoms in each frame. However, in order to efficiently use the GPU architecture, additional parallelism can be exploited over frames. To accomplish this goal, threads are launched for each pair of frame-atom in a kernel call. This ensures that time between the launch of subsequent kernels in the previous case of q tet is eliminated, and all data can be processed in a single kernel call, as described in Algorithm 5. The caveat, of course, is that the full data must fit on the GPU. Since these are embarrassingly parallel algorithms, data can always be designed to fit on a single device e.g. a single trajectory can be split before processing and the results can be merged afterward. 
C a l l i n g p a r a l l e l c a l c u l a t i o n f o r a l l t h e atoms o f a l l f rames
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Using these strategies for a system of 2000 carbons [33] with 2000 configurations in the trajectory, serial CPU computation takes 162 seconds. On the other hand, the parallel computation on K40 and GTX machines takes 39 and 14 seconds, respectively. It is not surprising that the scale up achieved is less (≈ 4×) since the calculation is itself very small. Better scale up is expected with the large number of atoms and frames.
Three-Particle Parameter
Three-particle correlation function (TPCF) g (3) (r1, r2, r3) can be described as the probability of finding three particles simultaneously at positions r1, r2, and r3 in the system irrespective of the configuration of the remaining (N − 3) particles [29, 39] . Unlike RDFs, which gives angleaveraged data, TPCF can be used to obtain angle-resolved information. The computation of g (3) involves 3D histogram binning of distances with imposed conditions. In comparison to two-particle correlation, it involves an additional loop over the number of particles reduces the performance and enhances analysis time. The serial logic for TPCF is shown in Algorithm 6
Algorithm 6: Serial logic for triplet correlation function End I f
! End o f i f c o n d i t i o n 3 18
End I f
! End o f i f c o n d i t i o n 2 19
! End o f i f c o n d i t i o n 1 20
End In the case of CUDA program, slightly different logic is used. First, pair histograms and pair vectors are computed in parallel for all particles in a configuration. Subsequently, kernels are launched for each particle pair asynchronously. Each thread computes and updates the global g (3) 3D histogram using atomic operations, as shown in Algorithm 7. n.b. g2 histogram is computed with cut-off of 1/2 of box length while neighbour vectors are stored within a cut-off of 1/4 th of box length. Note that the neighbor vectors computed in kernel CUDA g2 (Algorithm: 7) are utilized while computing g3 histogram. Transfer data f o r t h i s frame to GPU 6
Call CUDA g2 Compute j −k d i s t a n c e 27 I f d i s t a n c e j −k < b o x l e n g t h /2
! C a l l i n g p a r a l l e l c a l c u l a t i o n s o v e r Natom
7 Do i = 1 to Natom ! Loop 2 8 Call CUDA g3 ! C a
l l i n g p a r a l l e l c a l c u l a t i o n o v e r n e i g h b o u r v e c t o r s
9 End Do ! End
! I f c o n d i t i o n 2 28
Update g3 h i s t o g r a m 29
! End o f I f c o n d i t i o n 2 30
End Do Table 2 shows the time consumed for the computation of TPCF. We note here that serial computation of g (3) is extremely slow and usually requires large system sizes as well as a long trajectory for convergence and good ensemble averages. For example, the serial code (unoptimized) takes ≈3 hours to compute g (3) for 10 frames only in case of largest system size considered here (Table 2 ). In contrast, the same computation on a consumer GTX780 takes ≈13× less time, i.e. ≈14 minutes.
! End o f Loop 4 31 End function
System Size CPU GTX K40 Time (s) Time (s) Scale up Time (s) Scale up  6720  596  13  45  16  37  13440  2089  104  20  132  16  26880  11515  860  13  1124  10   Table 2 : Performance comparisons for computation of g (3) using conventional serial CPU and parallel CUDA codes, on GTX and K40 machines. Computation is performed for 10 frames and relative scale up is given. Time taken for file reading is included in the data. Time taken for writing output is 2-3s on GTX and 12-14s on K40, not included in the data above.
Correlation functions
Viscosity
In equilibrium molecular dynamics, viscosity can be computed by using Green-Kubo formalism. This formalism utilizes auto-correlation function of the off-diagonal terms of pressure tensor in Equation 4 . Since correlation of pressure tensor only depends on data points, rather than system size, these calculations were performed only for the system containing 6720 water molecules. For the computation, a total of 2 × 10 6 data points are considered with correlation time corresponding to 5 × 10 5 data points. The corresponding logic for computing viscosity is described in Algorithm 8. Since all computations of the product are independent, we parallelize over correlation times as shown in Algorithm 9 Compute product o f p r e s s u r e s a t d i f f e r e n t t i m e s 14
Update c o r r e l a t i o n a r r a y 15
End Do 16 End function Using this strategy, the computing times obtained for CPU, GTX, and K40 are 1534 s, 76.2 s, and 84.1 s which indicate the scale of ≈ 18 − 20× of GPUs over CPU.
Mean Square Displacement
Mean square displacement (MSD) averaged over all the atoms can be used to obtain self-diffusion constant by utilizing Einstein relation, given as [26] 
where d is the dimensionality of the system, while the angular bracket · · · denotes the MSD with averaging done over all the atoms (or all the atoms in a given subclass), to improve statistical accuracy. As shown in Algorithm 10, MSD involves looping over all atoms, all time origins and correlation times. The pseudocode for serial calculation is given in Algorithm 10.
Algorithm 10: Serial logic for mean square displacement
! S t a r t i n g from unwrapped t r a j e c t o r y 2 Do i = to Natom ! Loop o v e r t h e p a r t i c l e s 3
Do dt = 0 to Nframe−1 Just like the ACF described above (Algorithm 8), MSD can be parallelized over the correlation time (dt). It can be, additionally, parallelized over all atoms. This also affords division of data over multiple GPU, if required. We describe this in Algorithm 11. Scale up  6720  664  8  83  10  66  13440  1310  15  87  21  62  26880  2600  31  83  43  40   Table 3 : Performance comparisons for computation of mean square displacement using conventional serial CPU and parallel CUDA codes, on GTX and K40 machines. Computation is performed for 3500 frames and relative speed up is also given. Note that time of file reading is not included in CPU time.
! Loop 2 o v e r ti me i n t e r v a l
easily achieved for systems with ≈ 26000 particles, as shown in Table 3 , i.e. from 43 minutes to 31 seconds on a GTX780 for 2600 particles. n.b. 3500 frames were chosen so as to completely utilize memory of a GTX780 card. The time saved by such an implementation is evident in computations where there are a larger number of state points, e.g. diffusivity calculations for more than 300 state points for n-alkanes in Ref 29.
Parallelization over CPUs
In the case of trajectory analysis algorithms, it is possible to devise shell script wrappers for serial codes which would make the calculation parallel over the available hardware. For example, a serial code can be converted into a parallel code over n cores by breaking the trajectory into multiple sets and using a wrapper script or program to run control the execution. A separate program would be needed to collate the results from the multiple serial runs. Assuming near 100% efficiency and ignoring file reading/writing overheads, the best scale up with this method would be n×. For example, in this study, the best scale up we can expect is 24× for the K40 machine and 6× for the GTX machine. Considering that each machine has 2 and 1 GPUs respectively, a similar GPU scale up, e.g. for computation of MSD, would be ≈ 80× (on both machines). It must be noted that if a CPU parallel scheme is used, the entire machine would be unavailable for other programs. On the other hand, if a GPU code is used, the other CPU cores would be available for processes. As shown in the results, there are very few cases where the GPU scale up over the serial code is less than 10×, and hence would be more efficient than using a parallel CPU code. Studies involving large number of state points, for example Ref 29 , the combined time saved is of considerable importance, considering the cost of high performance computing. In Ref 29, ≈300 state points have been simulated, and g (3) was computed with 5000 frames for each state point. With a conventional CPU code, the estimated computation time would be ≈43-44 days parallelized over 24 cores (see Table 2 . In comparison, the task would be completed in ≈28 days on 2 K40 GPUs, or approx16-17 days on 2 GTX 780 GPUs including all file I/O.
Conclusion
MD simulations are routinely used as investigating tool for a range of systems. Large system sizes in MD simulations result in large trajectories which demand swift analysis of multiple varieties. Like the simulations themselves, the analysis too have some parallelizable regions which can be easily implemented on NVIDIA GPUs, and hence it is imperative to port these codes from CPU to GPU. Multiple algorithms, with low to moderate complexities, are described with ease of implementation in mind. Although the corresponding OpenMP and MPI based algorithms can be coded, the scale up demonstrated above can be achieved only after significant optimization and code modification. Even though the usage cost of GPUs is ≈ 10× that of a single CPU core in a typical commercial HPC setup, the effective cost of analysis on GPU would be considerably lower than that on CPUs. Since these codes do not use any advanced GPU architecture based functionality, they would be compatible with future generations of NVIDIA devices.
Static properties such as q tet , P 2 , and g (3) can be easily parallelized over atoms as well as frames while the trajectory can be partitioned to conform to memory limitations and make use of multiple devices. Using the approaches described in this work, the process of discovery of both pairs and triplets can be accelerated up to a significant extent. For dynamic quantities, such as MSD, all trajectory data for a single species are required to be present on the device and, therefore, data is needed to be divided over specific atoms or species. Hence, parallelization can be done over trajectory frames or atoms as per requirement. Typical scale up obtained are 10-80× efficient than conventional CPU codes, allowing researchers to quickly analyze data on both server class NVIDIA GPUs as well as Desktop and workstation level consumer GPUs. Since similar approaches such as autocorrelation functions and neighbour search are also used in other scientific fields, these algorithms can be easily extended.
